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6-8 Feb 2009 

 

Partners in Crime 
 

Class Supply List:Class Supply List:Class Supply List:Class Supply List:    

-Scenic Route worn blue grid background paper 
-5th Avenue Elizabeth Floral (Making Memories) 
-Sassafrass Lass Sunshine Lollipop Fruit Slice 
Land (although I only used a scrap of this to 
stamp on) 
-Round journaling stamp (class used Kelly 
Pannici stamp) 
-Ribbon (lots – class uses red, pink, black & black 
Maya Road Velvet ric-rac) 
-Foam pads 
-Double sided tape (or adhesive of choice) 
-Kaiser pearls (blush) 
-Chipboard letters (class used American Crafts 
Shoebox Glitter Thickers in black) 
-Odd Rub-ons 
-Needle and thread (thin cotton thread so a 
smallish needle) 
-Chipboard circle frame and inside circle (Maya 
Road) 

 

Class Instructions:Class Instructions:Class Instructions:Class Instructions:    

This is a relatively simple layout sketch that I’ve used a number of different ribbon tricks to make it more 
interesting. 

Step 1Step 1Step 1Step 1    Cut off strip from grid paper, this will be your background base for the layout 
 
Step 2Step 2Step 2Step 2    Cut a piece of the 5th Avenue Elizabeth floral to 22cmx16.5cm and position onto base equidistant 
from top and bottom and around 2.5cm from left hand edge. 
    
Step 3Step 3Step 3Step 3    Position your photo in the middle of the pattern paper you have just stuck down DON’T STICK IT 
DOWN YET! First of all you are going to create the ribbon frame, I used a wide ribbon for the top and 
bottom of the photo cutting 2 strips of 15cm (longest edge) with each end cut at an angle. These go 
underneath the top and bottom of the pic, now you can stick the photo down! The right and left hand 
ribbon slightly overlaps the picture and measures 21cm at the longest edge. 
    
Step 4Step 4Step 4Step 4    To create the ribbon pleat on the bottom edge of the photo take  
a length of ribbon around 30cm long and apply double sided tape all the  
way along it, then stick it to the left hand side of the photo and start  
forming pleats. (you may want to use a bit longer ribbon depending on  
the size of your pleats). The pleats will have a sticky up bit and the rest  
should be stuck down (see pic). I then applied a length of ric rac (14cm)  
to stick the sticky up bits down. An alternative to this would be to  
machine stitch along it, staple it, or even just leave it the way it is! 

    

 



 

Step 5Step 5Step 5Step 5     To create the journaling spot in the lower right hand corner stamp a round journaling stamp 
onto the scrap of Sassafrass lass patterned paper  using black ink cut it out and then decorate it with small 
pieces of ribbon folded in half and stuck to the back of the circle. The whole thing is stuck down with foam 
pads to give a bit of dimension. Instead of sticking the ribbon down on the back you could use staples to 
attach it to the front. 
 
Step 6Step 6Step 6Step 6     The embellishment in the bottom left corner is  
made up of a looped ribbon flower and a chipboard circle  
covered with ribbon. To create the looped ribbon flower  
below cut a 1.5inch circle from cardstock and then stick  
loops of ribbon lengths to the back with double sided tape 
(the pieces are approx 7cm long). The ribbon is attached  
at either end on different sides of the ribbon (see picture  
for details).  To cover the circle with ribbon apply double  
sided tape to the back of the ribbon, stick it on so it is  
overlapping the edges and stick the extra bits onto the  
back, this would also work for other chipboard shapes such as hearts. Attach the chipboard circle using 

double sided tape and then add a button decorated with 2 kaiser pearls to finish off the look. 

    
Step 7Step 7Step 7Step 7     To create the  top left embellishment, wrap ribbon round a chipboard circle frame tucking in the 
starting place and wrap a couple of extra turns and then stick the edge using double sided tape. To make 
the ribbon rosettes take a length of ribbon and using thin thread stitch straight along close to one edge of 
the ribbon. The thread needs to be secure at the starting end, either by backstitching or using a knot. The 
length of stitches will determine how big the hole in the middle of the rosette is and the size of the pleats, 
start to gather in the ribbon and it will naturally start to form a circle, stitch along long enough to form a 
complete rosette and carry on gathering. To secure the rosette stitch through the layers a few times. To 
make the ends neat fold over before sewing. Hide the hole in the middle using a Kaiser pearl but a bead, 
button, brad or crystal all would look good. I created 2 layers of rosette by using different thicknesses of 
ribbon and then attached them to the layout using foam pads. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 8Step 8Step 8Step 8     Add a few Kaiser pearls as a photo corner in the top right corner. 
 
Step 9Step 9Step 9Step 9    Add your title, I used shoe box glitter American Craft Thickers and some old rubons I  
had in my stash.  
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??Whodunnit????Whodunnit????Whodunnit????Whodunnit??    
−− 36 years old, lives with cat 
 
−− Alter Ego – is mad scientist 
 
−− Lives in Glasgow 
 
−− Designs for Angela’s DT 
 
−− First time instructor! 

 


